TA8628N is an audio (L/R) / video switching IC comprising 2 inputs and 3 circuits.

FEATURES

- **Audio Inputs**: TV input : 1 (L/R)  
  External input : 1 (L/R)
- **Outputs**: Monitor output  
  TV output  
  Mute function  
  Audio volume
- **Video Inputs**: TV input : 1
  External input : 1
- **Outputs**: Monitor output  
  TV output

Weight : 1.22 g (Typ.)

**TOSHIBA is continually working to improve the quality and the reliability of its products. Nevertheless, semiconductor devices in general can malfunction or fail due to their inherent electrical sensitivity and vulnerability to physical stress. It is the responsibility of the buyer to ensure that the products of TOSHIBA are suitable for their specified and intended use. The buyer should perform their own testing to determine the suitability of the products for the specific application contemplated. TOSHIBA makes no warranty or representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information, and shall not be liable for any damages or loss arising from the use of such information.**

**The products described in this document are subject to the foreign exchange and foreign trade laws.**

**The information contained herein is presented only as a guide for the applications of our products. No responsibility is assumed by TOSHIBA CORPORATION for any infringements of intellectual property or other rights of the third parties which may result from its use. No license is granted by implication or otherwise under any intellectual property or other rights of TOSHIBA CORPORATION or others.**

**The information contained herein is subject to change without notice.**
PACKAGE DIMENSIONS
SDIP24-P-300-1.78

Unit : mm

Weight : 1.22 g (Typ.)